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As a special means on the field of criminal enforcement, entrapment 
investigation becomes authorization and application for all countries with its 
remarkable performance and active effects. However, in the administrative execution, 
similar investigations like entrapment investigation, which are introduced into 
administrative law enforcement that has become sorely needed. Therefore, entrapment 
investigation should also be legally regulated in order to avoid the entrapment 
investigation being abused which may arouse the worst questions. 
Based on the above, this article, which contains three parts, lays dissertations 
mainly about legitimacy regulation of entrapment investigation in administrative law 
enforcement. Chapter one analyzes the legal principle of entrapment investigation, 
which is discussed from two sections. The first section introduces the concept and 
connotation of entrapment investigation. The second section mainly discusses the 
dubious legality of entrapment investigation. Chapter two expounds about the 
beforehand regulation of the procedure of entrapment investigation, which is divided 
into two sections. The first section elaborates on the possibility of entrapment 
investigation being abused, and the second section focus on the legislative 
regulation of entrapment investigation, which including regulations on forms and 
contents. Chapter three mainly discusses the due procedure regulation of entrapment 
investigation, which is also divided into two sections. The first section explains 
outside supervision on entrapment investigation, including discipline inspection and 
supervision, the supervision regulation by Public Media. The second section discusses 
the sequence control from the aspects of its constituents and remedies. The last 
chapter argues the judicial regulation of entrapment investigation, which mainly 
presents the legality examination and validity examination of evidences. The legality 
examination of evidences includes examination of illegal evidences. The validity 
examination has the following aspects: legal force problems of evidences and 
exceptions of supra-law ground for elimination of misfeasance.  
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